1. Artful Hand
Stark celebrates the art of bespoke rug making with its new Sapphire collection, featuring rugs crafted by the world’s most respected artisans in new designs and edgy color combinations. Stamford, starkcarpet.com

2. Garden Party
Parasol designer and watercolorist Cyril DeSart designed Jardins Extraordinaires dinnerware as a celebration of beautiful gardens he has visited throughout the world. By Gian, LCR Westport, Westport, lcrwestport.com

3. Illuminate
Overscale and rustic, this basket style chandelier will add a strong punctuation mark to your kitchen. KL Home, Fairfield, klhomect.com

4. Repeat
Performance
Originally designed in the 1930s, Lee Jofa’s Nymphaeus is being produced in three new colorways, giving the hand-printed linen a fresh look. DesignSourceCT, Hartford, designsoucect.com

5. The Skinny
The new Edge collection cabinet hardware from Rocky Mountain Hardware measures only two inches wide, giving it a streamlined, minimalist look. Connecticut Lighting Centers, Hartford and Southington, clighting.com

6. Grub Hub
The Galley reimagines the kitchen sink. This work station makes meal prep, serving, and cleanup a breeze. Klafs, Norwalk and Danbury, klafs.com